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rica vegetation does not only characterize the landscape, it 
is also of high importance for the livelihood. That is why, 
besides vegetation science, ethnobotany played a major role 
in the SFB 268.
Within West Africa, the SFB 268 focused on two countries: 
Nigeria and Burkina Faso. Although, from the viewpoint 
of the language, working in an English speaking country 
would have been much more convenient, Burkina Faso was 
chosen as the research country because it was politically 
much more stable than Nigeria. This decision was the star-
ting point of a fruitful cooperation between botanists of the 
universities of Frankfurt and Ouagadougou, some years la-
ter also Abomey-Calavi (Benin) and Bobo-Dioulasso (Bur-
kina Faso), recently comprising Niamey (Niger), Dakar (Se-
nehal) and Abidjan (Ivory Coast).
Twenty years seem to be the right time span to look back 
and summarize what has been achieved by the cooperation 
with the main partners from Ouagadougou and Abomey-Ca-
lavi. But it is also of great importance to look into the future 
and to show the possibilities for a continuing cooperation. 
Therefore, this paper contains the following items (section):
• Joint projects (2),
• Publications (3),
• Theses originating from the cooperation (4),
• Joint publication series (5),
1 INTRODUCTION
In 1988, a contract of cooperation between the Universities 
of Frankfurt and Ouagadougou was signed. But it was not 
before the end of the year 1989, when the first author re-
ceived a grant from the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft 
(DFG) to join the Sonderforschungsbereich 268 (Collabora-
tive Research Centre 268), that this contract became alive 
on the field of Botany. Therefore, we keep the year 1989 as 
the starting point of the cooperation between botanists of the 
Goethe-University Frankfurt (Germany) and the Universi-
ty of Ouagadougou (Burkina Faso). In a later phase of the 
SFB, the University of Abomey-Calavi (Benin) joined the 
cooperation. After the end of the SFB in 2001, new joint 
projects were started in which also partners from universi-
ties in Niger, Senegal and Ivory Coast are involved.
The interdisciplinary project SFB 268 was titled Kultur- und 
Sprachentwicklung im Naturraum Westafrikanische Savan-
ne (Cultural development and history of language in the na-
tural environment of the West African savannah). As it was 
the major goal of this interdisciplinary project to look for 
congruencies between, or influences of the landscape on, 
development of culture and language, the description and 
analysis of the landscape played an important role. Savanna 
landscapes, however, are mainly dominated and characte-
rized by their vegetation. Therefore, vegetation science was 
urgently needed in this research program. But in West Af-
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• Data collection and data storing (6)
• Cooperation with the Research Institute Senckenberg (7),
• Future perspectives (8).
2 JOINT PROJECTS
In the past 20 years, the following six joint projects have 
been initiated between Frankfurt and Ouagadougou or 
Frankfurt, Ouagadougou and Cotonou: 
• Collaborative Research Center 268 (SFB 268 : s. 2.1),
• Tropical Ecology Support Program of the GTZ: Ecology 
and use of Combretaceae in Burkina Faso (2.2),
•  VW-Foundation Partnership program project: Savannas 
of the Sudanian Zone in Burkina Faso and Benin: Phyto-
coenoses and Phytodiversity (2.3),
• Biodiversity Transect Analysis (BIOTA West : s. 2.4),
• Tools for management and Sustainable Use of Natural ve-
getation in West Africa (SUN : s. 2.5),
• LOEWE-Zentrum  Biodiversitäts- und Klima-Forschung  
(LOEWE center Biodiversity & Climate Research; BiK-
F: s. 2.6).
Projects 2.1-2.3 meanwhile have ended, 2.4 and 2.5 will end 
in 2010, while 2.6 will continue until 2011. Two further pro-
jects are in preparation.
2.1 Collaborative Research Center 268 (1989 – 2002)
2.1.1. General aims
The central aim of the Collaborative Research Center 268 
SFB 268 (Sonderforschungsbereich 268 = SFB 268) was the 
investigation of all cultures of the West African savanna, of 
the natural landscapes in which these cultures have deve-
loped, and of correlations between natural and cultural sy-
stems. To achieve this goal, a team of archeologists, archae-
obotanists, botanists, ethnologists, geographers and linguists 
studied the interactions between man and environment in 
past and present.
The prehistoric Homo sapiens depended strongly on its en-
vironment. Therefore, the development of culture should 
be influenced by the character of the environment. The 
different types of human culture existing today and having 
existed in a time span open to historic research are the re-
sult of a long lasting development. It cannot be assumed 
that cultures are exclusively formed by the natural area in 
which they exist today. Therefore, strategies of adaptations 
of cultures to changing environments were in the focus of 
the SFB 268. 
The SFB 268 had its own publication series, called Berichte 
des Sonderforschungsbereiches 268 (Reports of the Colla-
borative Research Centre 268), of which 17 volumes ap-
peared. Many of them had a focus on particular questions 
treated in the SFB which in these volumes were enlightened 
interdisciplinary. The final results of the SFB were summa-
rized in a book titled Mensch und Natur in Westafrika (Man 
and Nature in West Africa, edited by ALBERT et al. 2004a). A 
popular version of the results was edited by REIKAT (2003)
under the title Leben in Westafrika.
2.1.2 Aims and achievements of the botanical subproject
Within the SFB two botanical groups from Frankfurt were 
involved: the former Institute of Botany (meanwhile Insti-
tute of Ecology, Evolution and Diversity) and the Archae-
obotany group of the Institute of Pre- and Proto-History. In 
the following the project of the former Institute of Botany is 
dealt with, the field of Archaeobotany is treated in a sepa-
rate paper (NEUMANN 2009, this volume).
It was the aim of the botanical subproject to characterize and 
analyze in selected areas the reasons for the development of 
different savanna types by phytosociological and ethnobota-
nical investigations in order to allow a deeper understanding 
of the landscape which is mainly dominated by vegetation. 
In its first and second phase (1989-1990, 1991-1993), the 
project focused on SE- and S-Burkina Faso, in particular 
the provinces of Gurma and Tapoa, and on the surrounding 
of Tenkodogo (province of Boulgou). In these phases, three 
PhD theses (Hahn, Kéré and Küppers) were initiated and 
one diploma thesis was prepared (MARTIN 1993). An over-
view of the results obtained so far was published by WITTIG 
et al. (1992), some particular results are described by BAL-
LOUCHE et al. (1993), KÜPPERS & MÜLLER-HAUDE (1993), 
MISCHUNG et al. (1993), HAHN & WITTIG (1995), KÉRÉ & 
WITTIG (1995), KÜPPERS & WITTIG (1995) WITTIG & MAR-
TIN (1995, 1998).
The main questions were:
• How do habitat conditions and land use practices influ-
ence species composition and vegetation ?
• Are there relations between vegetation pattern and types 
of land use ?
• How does the selected use of particular species influence 
the vegetation ?
During the third phase (1994-1996), the above mentioned 
PhD-theses were finished (HAHN 1996, KÉRÉ 1996 and 
KÜPPERS 1998) and Thiombiano started the research for his 
thèse de 3è cycle. Additionally, two diploma-theses were 
prepared (ATAHOLO 1995 and EICHHORN 1995). The re-
search area within Burkina Faso area was expanded, now 
including the province of Sissili, in  particular the region of 
Tiébelé mainly inhabited by the Kassena, and the region of 
To inhabited by the Nuna. Some particular research was car-
ried out in northern Nigeria (in the area of the Kanuri, Bura, 
Tula and Tangale).
Some results were published by ATAHOLO & WITTIG (1995), 
BRAUN et al. (1995/1996, 1996, 1997), EICHHORN et al. 
(1996), KERBER et al. (1996), KÉRÉ & RITZ-MÜLLER (1995), 
STURM (1995, 1997a,b; 1998a,b), STURM et al. (1996), WIT-
TIG et al. (1998).
In the fourth phase (1997-1999), the research area was ex-
panded again, now also including Benin. The research aim 
generally remained the same as in the third phase, however 
now focusing on the following points.
• Development and characteristic of different savanna ty-
pes in different  zones in relation to habitat conditions and 
land-use interferences,
• Developments and dynamics of park savannas and agro-
forestry systems (German: Kulturbaumlandschaften),
• Composition of ruderal and segetal vegetation in different 
vegetation zones.
During this phase two diploma-theses were prepared (BÖHM 
1998, DENSCHLAG 1998). The start of the PhD theses of 
Krohmer, Müller and Sieglstetter (see below) also fell into 7
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Thus this study stresses the crucial role of local tree species 
for sustainable resource management in the West African 
Sahelian countries. Particularly, the very common Combre-
tum species, which are exceptionally well adapted to the tra-
ditional exploitation systems and to the climatic conditions, 
can contribute in manifold ways to the preservation of re-
sources, especially at problematic localities. Therefore, en-
hancement of the state of these species and other local tree 
species as well as their increased consideration are impera-
tive to an improved conception of ecologically sound deve-
lopmental cooperation projects. 
The following publications partly or entirely result from this 
project: THIOMBIANO et al. (1996, 1997, 1998, 1999, 2002, 
2003), KÉRÉ & THIOMBIANO (1999a,b).
2.3. VW-Foundation Partnership Program Project: 
Savannas of the Sudanian Zone in Burkina Faso and 
Benin: Phytocoenoses and Phytodiversity (2002 - 2005)
The project aimed at contributing to a better knowledge of 
the savanna phytocoenoses in the Sudanian Zone of Burki-
na Faso and Benin by carrying out phytosociological inven-
tories in protected areas and mountain chains belonging to 
the most diverse and least studied areas in these countries. 
Furthermore, the development of uniform methods of inve-
stigation, evaluation and vegetation classification focused 
on improving the comparability of results and for uniform 
vegetation mapping of both countries, which are very im-
portant with regard to conservation and more sustainable 
use. Also training of African junior scientists as well as the 
establishment and intensification of the close south-south-
north co-operation between the partners of the Universities 
of Ouagadougou/Burkina Faso, Abomey-Calavi/Benin and 
Frankfurt/Germany was sought via workshops, regular mee-
tings and common field work. In addition, the expansion of 
the National Herbarium of Burkina Faso was planned for 
improving the basis for floristically exact determination and 
improvement of students’ education.
Through the project activities a deeper knowledge of under-
investigated species rich areas in Burkina Faso and Benin 
was achieved for improving protection measures and ma-
nagement of these important areas with a high phytodi-
versity. For the first time sound data exist for these areas: 
34 vegetation units were described in their relationship to 
topography, soil and anthropogenic impact MBAYNGONE et 
al. (2008a, b, c, d). Two PhD theses were prepared (MBAYN-
GONE 2007, WALA 2004).
Furthermore methods for vegetation inventories and clas-
sification were harmonized and standardized between the 
partner countries, which is indispensable for comparison of 
all vegetation data on national and regional levels in regard 
to sustainable use and conservation of natural resources and 
developing of management plans. However, it became obvi-
ous that the development of a synsystematical system valid 
for West Africa needs more time for data compilation and 
participation of scientists from several countries of the regi-
on. In this regard, a joint vegetation data base would be the 
next step for collecting all phytosociological data and iden-
tifying less investigated vegetation types for further detailed 
inventories.
this phase. Some particular results are reported by BRAUN-
YAO & HAHN-HADJALI (1999), BRAUN-YAO et al. (2000), 
HAHN-HADJALI & SCHMID (1999), HAHN-HADJALI et al. 
(2001), REIKAT et al. (2001), SCHMID et al. (2001), STURM 
(1999, 2001a, b), STURM et al. (1999), WITTIG et al. (2000a). 
In the fifth and last phase of the SFB (2000-2002) research 
concentrated on:
• savanna vegetation in northern Benin and its value as in-
dicator for land-use changes,
• species composition and dynamics of the Sahelian vegeta-
tion in Burkina Faso,
•  environmental perception and classification of Fulani 
groups in different vegetation zones of Burkina Faso and 
Benin.
Parts of the results were published by NEUMANN et al. 
(2004), PELZER et al. (2004), ALBERT et al. (2004b), DEMI-
RAG & KROHMER (2004) and LENTZ & STURM (2004). Sum-
maries and interdisciplinary evaluations of the results were 
given by WITTIG et al. (2000b, 2002).
During or shortly after the end of this phase, the PhD thes-
es of ATAHOLO (2001), SIEGLSTETTER (2002). MÜLLER 
(2003) and KROHMER (2004) were written. Parts of these 
theses were published by MÜLLER & WITTIG (2002, 2004), 
SIEGLSTETTER & WITTIG (2002), WITTIG et al. (2002, 2004a, 
2006), KROHMER (2002, 2005, 2010), KROHMER & SIGSLET-
TER (2002), KROHMER et al. (2006a).
2.2. Tropical Ecology Support Program of the GTZ: 
Ecology and Use of Combretaceae in Burkina Faso
(1996 – 1998)
Overuse and degradation of natural resources constitute se-
rious barriers to development. For the protection of remai-
ning resources an ecologically sustainable resource manage-
ment with participation of the local population is essential. 
For sustainable silvicultural management of savannas and 
forests, profound knowledge of the ecology and utilization 
of local tree species is of crucial importance. Thus, the ob-
jective of this study has been to provide comprehensive in-
formation on the ecology, the regenerational dynamics and 
the use of several widely distributed local tree species of 
the family Combretaceae (Combretum aculeatum, C. gluti-
nosum, C. micranthum, C. nigricans). In addition, options 
and simple methods for the use of these species against ero-
sion and for restoration of degraded areas were developed 
and propagated.
The results show the high ecological and socio-economic 
importance of the investigated Combretum species. They are 
among the most common woody plants in the Sudano-Sahe-
lian zone and play an important role as pioneer species on 
dry and degraded sites. Because of their enormous regene-
ration potentials (root suckers, stump shoots) they are well 
adapted to the traditional system of exploitation. A regula-
ted coppice forest management is possible and will probably 
further raise the productivity of the species. For the reculti-
vation of degraded clearings, plantings with C. aculeatum 
and C. micranthum as well as direct sowing of C. aculeatum 
have proven to be successful. 8
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and evaluate current and historical changes in phytodiversi-
ty along a climatic gradient under different utilization con-
ditions. The investigations focus particularly on the identi-
fication of various human influences and the consequences 
of the anthropogenically altered vegetation dynamics for the 
local populations. By this research a better basis for develo-
ping sustainable use concepts and implementing conservati-
on approaches is created. The investigations are carried out 
in an interdisciplinary approach including the disciplines of 
botany, pedomorphology, remote sensing, modelling, eth-
nology and socio-economy. They included on one hand the 
documentation and analysis of different temporal and spa-
tial diversity patterns on different scales and on the other 
hand, by ethnobotanical and socio-economic investigations, 
the identification of various human influences and the con-
sequences of vegetation dynamics for the local population. 
In three vegetation zones (Sahel-, Northern and Southern 
Sudanian Zone) representative landscape areas with diffe-
rent use intensities were investigated. Parts of the results 
were published by OUEDRAOGO RL et al. (2005), WITTIG et 
al. (2004a, b, 2006), WITTIG (2005a, b), HAHN-HADJALI et 
al. (2006a, b), OUEDRAOGO A et al. (2006a, b, c), THIOMBI-
ANO et al. (2006), SCHMIDT et al. (in press), GNOUMOU et al. 
(2008), KÖNIG et al. (2008a, b). In these phases several PhD 
and Diploma/DEA-thesies were prepared (see Table 1).
An important source for the analysis of diversity changes 
are also collection data from the region. For a more effec-
tive use of phytodiversity relevant data, the West African 
plant collections in Frankfurt and Burkina Faso were trea-
ted, digitized and linked to other data bases (see section 7).
By this interdisciplinary, participatory and actor-oriented 
approach, it was aspired to extend the research results to-
wards the practical application of local use and conservati-
on concepts. The interdisciplinary approach is divided into 
eight workpackages: 
• WP1: Vegetation and land use mapping: analysis of spati-
al and temporal vegetation patterns;
• WP2: Phytodiversity dynamics in biodiversity observato-
ries; 
• WP3: Pedisediments, bioturbation and biodiversity;
• WP4: Indicator species; 
• WP5: Socio-cultural dimension of plant diversity and eth-
nobotany; 
• WP6: Regeneration of degraded sites; 
• WP7: Resources protection measures: botanical gardens;
• WP8: Development and digitisation of collections, access 
to and utilisation of collection and observation data.
Phase III (2007-2010)
In phase III, entitled “Scientific support for conservation 
and sustainable use of biodiversity” the Frankfurt group fo-
cuses on the “Analysis, management concepts and applica-
tion for conservation and sustainable use of natural resour-
ces”. 
The aim is to complete the various research activities star-
ted in phase I and II and to develop products and tools for 
application issues. Thus, the analysis and evaluation of bi-
odiversity patterns continued for closing data gaps, particu-
larly for protected areas (e.g. OUEDRAOGO O et al. 2009) and 
their surroundings as well as for termite mound vegetation 
along climatic gradients in Burkina Faso and Benin. Several 
The aim of deepening the inter-African cooperation was 
extremely successful and was going far beyond the original 
intension of exchanging only between the implicated project 
partners. The south-south-network was extended by inviting 
to the workshops not only scientists from the project Uni-
versities but also scientists from other facilities (e.g. forest 
ministry, NGOs) and other countries. Furthermore, the PhD 
students sponsored by the project originate from other West-
African countries (Chad, Togo). They are both now working 
at their Universities as staff members so that a long term 
cooperation between scientists of these countries is guaran-
teed. 
The joint workshops, excursions, exchange meetings and 
the summer school proved to be very important tools for 
intensifying the interdisciplinary and cross-country collabo-
ration and networking. Even in the time of web and e-mail-
communication facilities, personal contact is most important 
for a functioning dynamic collaboration. The opportunity 
for junior scientists of the African countries to participate 
actively in these workshops for presenting and openly dis-
cussing their research was an outstanding opportunity and 
was highly appreciated by all participants. 
2.4. BIOTA
2.4.1 General goals of the all-encompassing BIOTA 
AFRICA program
Within an interdisciplinary, integrative approach using stan-
dardized methods the network BIOTA West, BIOTA East 
and BIOTA South aims to analyse anthropogenic changes 
in biodiversity along climate gradients in representative sec-
tors of the respective part of Africa. Goal of the program is 
to acquire a sound basis for a practice oriented and sustaina-
ble biodiversity management. 
The partners from the University of Frankfurt, Ouaga-
dougou and Abomey-Calavi are part of the BIOTA West 
network. Facing the specific ecological, environmental and 
socio-economic problems in West Africa, BIOTA-West con-
tributes in an interdisciplinary, integrative, and participatory 
approach to this challenge with the goal of: 
• identifying the drivers and processes leading to biodiver-
sity loss,
• developing methods for the preservation of biodiversity 
on various scales integrating scenarios on the effects of 
global change,
• creating and implementing tools that contribute to the su-
stainable use of biodiversity.
2.4.2. Aims and achievements of Subproject W11/BIOTA 
Frankfurt 
Subproject W11 (named BIOTA Frankfurt in the third pha-
se) comprises the three partner Universities with the disci-
plines of vegetation ecology and remote sensing/pedology 
as well as botanists from the Senckenberg research institute 
and ethnologists from the University of Mainz (the latter for 
phase I and II only). 
Phase I (2001-2004) and Phase II (2004-2007)
Considering the rapid changes in species diversity which 
have been observed in the West African savanna, research 
on the dynamics of phytodiversity in this zone is of special 
importance. The main objective of the project is to analyze 9
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wakinnou, Houessou; Ouagadougou: Kagambèga, Koadi-
ma, Nacoulma).
2.6. LOEWE-Centre Biodiversity and Climate Research 
(BiK-F) (2008 – 2011)
2.6.1   Aims of the LOEWE-Centre BiK-F 
The mission of the LOEWE-Center Biodiversity and Cli-
mate Research Centre (Biodiversitäts- und Klima-For-
schung) is to carry out internationally outstanding research 
on the interactions of organismal biodiversity and climate. 
Using a broad spectrum of state-of-the-art methods from 
satellite-supported remote sensing of climate, area and eco-
system reactions to advanced genomics and mass spectro-
metry, the scientists of the centre document and analyse past 
and present patterns and processes with the goal of provi-
ding reliable predictions of future developments. BiK-F in-
tegrates the multi-faceted expertise required for the in-depth 
investigation and management of climate-related biodiversi-
ty changes, including those that are relevant to the environ-
ment and health. 
Several projects of the centre concentrate on savanna vege-
tation in West Africa. They are carried out in close collabo-
ration of PhD students from Frankfurt with those of Ouaga-
odougou and Abomey-Calavi.
2.6.1.1 Project B2.7: Using niche-based modelling to as-
sess the impact of climate and land use change on savan-
nas and their ecosystem services, West Africa
The aim of this project is to analyse possible changes in 
savanna ecosystems in West Africa in relation to predicted 
land use and climate changes. Available plant diversity data 
from savannas are completed by current plant inventories 
along climatic gradients. Different future climate and land-
use scenarios will be used in niche-based modelling ap-
proaches to assess the possible shifts of species ranges and 
species composition of savannas. By linking these results to 
parameters of ecosystem services (e.g. socio-economic data 
on the use value of species, biomass) the consequences of 
changes in savanna ecosystems caused by land use and cli-
mate change are quantified. Results will be combined with 
those of project F5.3 and transferred into tools targeted at 
decision-makers and stakeholders in the African countries.
2.6.1.2. Project F5.3: Quantifying ecosystem services and 
their changes in West African savannas 
This project aims to assess and quantify the role of useful 
wild plant species as one of the important ecosystem ser-
vices in West African savannas. Data on useful plant species 
and their value are compiled and approaches for evaluating 
the socio-economic and socio-cultural value of multipur-
pose use species are developed by considering subsistence 
and market values as well as cultural preferences. Results 
will be combined with those of project B2.7 to evaluate the 
possible implications of vegetation changes for ecosystem 
services in rural communities. The results will be translated 
into tools designed for the use of policy-makers and other 
stakeholders in the African countries, and they will be disse-
minated internationally.
PhD- and DEA-theses were prepared (OUEDRAOGO O 2009, 
KABORÉ 2009, OUÉDRAOGO J 2008, SOUNGALO 2008); some 
will be finalised in 2010 (Erpenbach, Deleke Koko, Trao-
ré, Houehanou, Gnoumou). Research on the sustainable use 
and reintroduction of highly valued woody plant species for 
different use purposes with a focus on gender related aspects 
is continuing and monitoring of restoration of degraded sy-
stems by highly valued local woody species is pursued as 
well. Furthermore application and transfer into practise is 
stressed by studying locally protected areas such as sacred 
forests and other newly implemented structures and by fo-
stering networking on this issue. 
A main issue is the provision of a biodiversity atlas for 
decision making and practical application for various sta-
keholders in the concerned countries, resuming all the BI-
OTA-West results of the three phases. Botanical products 
for application such as a checklist of the vascular plants of 
Burkina Faso and a photo database are compiled by the Sen-
ckenberg research group (see section 7).
2.5. SUN: Tools for Management and Sustainable Use of 
Natural Vegetation in West Africa (03/2007 – 08/2010)
The aim of SUN (Tools for management and Sustainable 
Use of Natural vegetation in West Africa)  is to develop 
new, practical management tools and concrete management 
actions for improved sustainable use of natural vegetation 
by combining scientific vegetation data, remote sensing 
and socio-economic information with local people’s know-
ledge and needs. SUN includes West African (Burkina Faso, 
Benin, Niger, Senegal) and European scientists (Denmark, 
Germany, Italy) within vegetation-ecology, socio-economy, 
ethnoecology and remote sensing, all with experience in ap-
plied research.
SUN combines four types of activities:
•  Action-oriented research specifically targeted towards 
management to improve the understanding of vegetation 
dynamics and their causal factors at the local scale (WP1) 
and to extrapolate these results from local to regional 
(West African) scale by use of a database of scientifically 
gathered vegetation data and remote sensing (WP2). Lo-
cal knowledge and socio-economic studies will identify 
economic instruments to improve policies and redress im-
pediments to sustainable use (WP3).
• Development of new decision support tools in order to 
organise and target already available scientific data and 
make them freely available via the internet. This includes 
a vegetation database, an overview of indicators of sustai-
nable use and a GIS tool. These tools will be developed 
for scientists and decision makers who need a sound sci-
entific basis for management decisions.
•  Establishment of practical management and restoration 
actions in selected areas, planned in close collaboration 
between scientists and local people and carried out by lo-
cal people with support from scientists. 
• Dissemination at all levels (scientific community, decisi-
on makers, stakeholders, NGOs, aid development projects 
etc.)
Several PhD-theses will be available at the end of the pro-
ject (Frankfurt: Jurisch, Schumann; Abomey-Calavi: Gou-10
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Germany meanwhile has evolved to a multilateral coopera-
tion between many African countries and Frankfurt, in 2008 
the title of the series was changed into "Flora et Vegetatio 
Sudano-Sambesica". The reasons for this change are ex-
plained in the preface of the first volume of this series. The 
series started with No 11 to document the continuation of 
the "Etudes …". These eleven volumes contain 51 articles.   
25 are written from West African authors (Burkina Faso: 20; 
Benin: 2; Ivory Coast: 1; Niger: 1), 18 from European sci-
entists (Germany: 16, Germany/France: 1, Netherlands: 1) 
and 10 are joint products of African and European authors 
(Burkina Faso/Germany: 6; Burkina Faso/France: 2, Burki-
na Faso/Denmark: 1; Niger/Belgium: 1).
6 DATA COLLECTION AND DATA STORING
Twenty years ago not more than about 1000 species of vas-
cular plants were known from Burkina Faso. Thanks to the 
intensified investigation of the flora of Burkina Faso that 
was carried out since the start of the cooperation Frankfurt-
Ouagadougou meanwhile more than 1,300 plants species 
are known. Of all species recorded in the frame of the pro-
ject mentioned above, herbarium specimen were collected 
and deposited in the herbarium of the Senckenberg Museum 
of Frankfurt (see section 7) or in the herbarium at the Uni-
versity of Ouagadougou. In the frame of the SFB (collectors 
Ataholo,  Eichhorn, Hahn-Hadjali (=Hahn), Kéré, Krohmer, 
Küppers, Martin, Müller, Sieglstetter) about 10,000 speci-
men from Burkina Faso and about 1,000 from Benin were 
added to the herbarium of Senckenberg. The archaeobotani-
cal group (Neumann, Höhn, Karlheber: see NEUMANN 2010, 
this volume) collected another 3000 specimen. In the frame 
of BIOTA and SUN, scientists of the University of Frankfurt 
(Erpenbach, Jurisch, Schumann) depostited another 2,000 
specimen at the Senckenberg herbarium.
3 PUBLICATIONS
The bibliography of this paper contains all publications ori-
ginating from the above mentioned projects or from other 
cooperations between the universities of Frankfurt and Oua-
gadougou, or Frankfurt, Oagadougou and Cotonou. The pu-
blications resulting from the cooperation with Senckenberg 
are also included. So far 114 publications have appeared. 
If a publication is related to a particular project this is in-
dicated in brackets by the acronym used for the project in 
section two. Theses (see section 4) are not mentioned in the 
bibliography but listed in Table 1.
4 THESES
Within the twenty years cooperation 34 DEA-, engineer-, or 
diploma-theses, 12 PhD-theses and one habilitation-theses 
(THIOMBIANO 2005) were prepared. The theses are listed in 
Table 1. For each theses it is indicated to which project it 
belongs and whether it has been partly or completely publis-
hed. The 23 theses in preparation are listed separately (Table 
2).
5 PUBLICATION SERIES
In 1992, the two first authors of this paper started a joint 
bilingual (French/German) publication series, named Etu-
des sur la flore et la végétation du Burkina Faso et des pays 
avoisinants / Studien zur Flora und Vegetation von Burkina 
Faso und seinen Nachbarländern (Studies on flora and ve-
getation of Burkina Faso and neighboring countries). 
As summarized in the preface to the first volume, the aim of 
this series was to amplify the publication opportunities for 
African scientists, and to have a possibility of rapid publi-
cation. Key words and authors of all contributions are listed 
in volume No 10. As the bilateral cooperation Burkina Faso/
Table 1: Theses finalised
University of Frankfurt (Germany), diploma-theses
Year Name Title Project Publication
1993 Martin, Regina
Pflanzensoziologische und ethnobotanische Untersuchungen 






Pflanzensoziologische Untersuchungen der Segetalvegetati-





Ackerunkrautvegetation in der Region Tiébélé in Burkina 
Faso
SFB
EICHHORN et al. 
(1996)
1998 Behlke, Linda
Geobotanische Untersuchungen traditioneller agroforstlicher 
Landnutzung in der Provinz Bougouriba (Burkina Faso)
GTZ n.p.
1998 Böhm, Martina Dorfvegetation in Burkina Faso SFB BÖHM (2001)
1998 Denschlag, Juliane.
Ethnobotanische und pflanzensoziologische Untersuchungen 




Vegetationsökologische Untersuchungen in traditionellen 
Agroforstsystemen in Burkina Faso
GTZ n.p.11
Wittig et al.
University of Frankfur (Germany), PhD-theses
Year Name Title Project Publications
1996 Hahn, Karen






Die Dorf- und Savannenvegetation in der Region Tenkodogo 
(Burkina Faso)
SFB KÉRÉ (1998)




Pflanzensoziologische Untersuchungen der Segetalvegetati-
on in der Sudanzone Westafrikas
SFB n.p.
2002 Sieglstetter, Robert
Wie die Haare der Erde – Vegetationsökologische und sozio-
kulturelle Untersuchungen zur Savannenvegetation der Süd-
sudanzone Westafrikas und ihrer Nutzung und Wahrnehmung 
durch die ländliche Bevölkerung am Beispiel der Region 












Umweltwahrnehmung und -klassifikation bei Fulbegruppen 
in verschiedenen Naturräumen Burkina Fasos und Benins 
(Westafrika)
SFB




Senckenberg Reserach Institut, Frankfurt (Germany), Diploma-theses
Year Name Title Project Publications
1998 Grimmer, Andrea




Flora und Vegetation auf Lateritkrusten im Südosten Burkina 
Fasos
BIOTA
2009 Kirchmair, Ivana Flora und Vegetation auf Termitenhügeln in Nord-Bénin BIOTA
Senckenberg Reserach Institut, Frankfurt (Germany), PhD-theses
Year Name Title Project Publications
2006 Schmidt, Marco
Pflanzenvielfalt in Burkina Faso – Analyse, Modellierung 
und Dokumentation
BIOTA
SCHMIDT et al. 
(2008a), WITTIG 
et al. (2004b, 
2006)
University Ouagadougou (Burkina Faso), DEA- and Engineers theses 
Year Name Title Project Publication
1992 Thiombiano, Adjima Les Combrétacées de la province du Gourma  SFB
THIOMBIANO et 
al. (1995)
1999 Ouôba, Paulin 




Etude de la flore et de la végétation du Parc Urbain Bangr-
Weoogo (Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso)
BIOTA
GNOUMOU et al. 
(2008)
2009 Kaboré, G. Elice
Diversité, dynamique et usages de la flore et de la végétation 
de la Forêt Classée de Niouma
BIOTA n.p
2008 Ouédraogo, Issaka 
Diversité et utilisation des espèces ligneuses utiles de la ré-
gion du Nord du Burkina Faso : état des peuplements de 5 
espèces d’importance socio-économique
BIOTA n.p12
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2008 Soungalo, Soulama
L’impact du Jatropha curcas sur la restauration du sol et la 
résistance de cette plante à l’aridité
BIOTA n.p
2009 Ouédraogo, Ousmane
Contribution à l’étude de la flore des falaises de Banfora 
dans la forêt classée de Bérégadougou
BIOTA n.p
University of Ouagadougou (Burkina Faso), PhD-theses and habilitation theses
Year Name Title Project Publications
1996 Thiombiano, Adjima
Contribution à l’étude des Combretaceae dans les formations 










Les Combretaceae du Burkina Faso : taxonomie, écologie, 
dynamique et régénération des espèces
BIOTA
SCHMIDT et al. 
(2005); THI-
OMBIANO et al. 
(2006)
2006 Ouédraogo, Amadé
Diversité et dynamique de la végétation ligneuse de la partie 





Flore et Végétation de la Réserve Partielle de Faune de 





Phyto-écologie, dynamique et productivité des phytocoeno-




University of Abomey-Calavi (Benin), theses DEA or Engineer (all not published)
Year Name Title Project
2001 Wala, Kperkouma
Typologie, structure et fonctionnement des agrosystèmes tra-
ditionnels dans la Préfecture de Doufélgou (Nord-Togo)
VW
2005 Toyi, Mireille S 
Les principales espèces végétales utilisées dans la médecine 
traditionnelle dans la Commune de Péhunco (République du 




Contribution à l’analyse socio-économique de l’exploitation 




Estimation de la valeur économique des Produits Forestiers 
Non Ligneux (PFNL) d’origine végétale dans le Village de 
Sampéto (Commune de Banikoara)
SUN
2007
Deleke Koko, Kafui 
Inès Edna
Etude ethnobotanique et phytochimique des plantes galacto-
gènes utilisées en médecine traditionnelle dans la Zone Cy-
négétique de la Pendjari
BIOTA
2007 Djibril, Bachirou
Plantes gynécologiques: Disponibilité et valeur socio-écono-
mique des espèces les plus exploitées dans les terroirs river-
ains de la Zone Cynégétique de la Pendjari.
BIOTA
2007 Dossou-Yovo, Hubert
Contribution à la gestion durable des écosystèmes : Etude de 
la diversité des plantes en relation avec les termites et ter-
mitières dans les champs, jachères, terrains riverains et Parc 
National de la Pendjari.
BIOTA
2007 Kossou, Eric
Identification et caractérisation des formations végétales par-
courues par les éléphants d’Afrique (Loxodonta africana) 
dans la Réserve de Biosphère de la Pendjari.
BIOTA
2007 Lawani, Abelaziz
Contribution du bois de feu aux moyens d’existence durable 
des ménages riverains à la Réserve de Biosphère de la Pend-





Estimation des valeurs des produits non « commercialisés » : 
cas des plantes utilisées pour soins gynécologiques dans les 




Orou Boun, Sabi Yari 
Richard
Evaluation des systèmes agro-forestiers dans les terroirs ri-
verains de la Zone Cynégétique de la Pendjari : Diversité des 




Problématique de l’exploitation du bois de feu: aspects bio-
logiques et aspects socio-économiques sur l’Axe Tanguiéta-
Porga
BIOTA
2008 Avakoudjo, Julien 
Dégradation des terres et réhabilitation des écosystèmes dé-
gradés au Nord du Bénin : Etude de cas du Parc National du 




Adaptation de quelques espèces ligneuses et leurs compa-
gnes herbacées au changement de régime pluviométrique : 




Economic assessment of Non Timber Forest Products 
(NTFP) in Sampéto, a surrounding village of the W National 
Park in Banikoara district
SUN
2008 Djogbenou, Anyse
Etude comparative du niveau de conservation de quelques 
espèces galactogènes, cosmétiques et tinctoriales dans les 





Quantification et distribution spatiale de la biomasse herba-
cée dans le Parc National du W et dans les terroirs villageois 
au Bénin : cas de la Région de Karimama.
BIOTA
Table 2: Theses in preparation
University of Frankfurt (Germany), PhD-theses
Name Title Project
Erpenbach, Arne Termite mounds as islands of diversity in West African savannah landscapes BIOTA
Heubach, Katja Quantifying ecosystem services and their changes in the West African savannahs BiK-F
Heubes, Jonathan Dynamics of savannah ecosystems in West Africa BiK-F
Jurisch, Katrin




Vegetation patterns and population dynamics of highly valued species in and 
adjacent to the W-National Park, Burkina Faso
SUN
Tchiengué, Barthelemy
Secondary successions after shifting cultivation in a dense tropical rain-forest in 
Southern Cameroon
Zwarg, Alexandra
Populations structure of important fodder trees in four different climatic regions 
of Burkina Faso
Research Institute Senckenberg, Frankfurt (Germany), PhD-theses
Name Title Project
Bocksberger, Gaëlle Phylogeny and evolution of selected Poaceae of the African savanna biome BiK-F
Kirchmair, Ivana Diversity and biogeography of gallery forests in West Africa BIOTA
University of Ouagadougou (Burkina Faso), DEA
Name Title Project
Bayen, Philippe




Fonctions et services des communautés végétales du complexe d’aires protégées 
de l’est du Burkina Faso : cas de la Réserve Partielle de Faune de Pama Nord
BiK-F14
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bases or through. the internet. At present, over 15,000 speci-
mens from West Africa in FR are digitized (see also section 
6).
In the second half of the 20th century, South Africa and West 
Africa became the focus of botanical research in Africa. For 
West Africa, the studies on grasses (Poaceae) by the for-
mer head  of  the  Botany-Paleobotany  Department,  Hans 
Joachim Conert and his students (e.g. CONERT 1971, 1982; 
ZIZKA 1988) and the studies on the biodiversity of the Cape 
Verde Islands are to important, with Wolfram Lobin being 
one of the principal investigators (e.g. LOBIN 1982, 1984, 
1986, 1990, LOBIN & ZIZKA 1990) 
When biological research in Africa at the Goethe Universi-
ty became an important issue with the start of the SFB 268 
in 1988 (see 2.1), Senckenberg was the logical partner for 
expertise in systematics of Poaceae and to house and docu-
ment the scientific plant collections that were made during 
the 15 year research period. Some diploma and PhD theses 
were supervised in cooperation of botanists from Goethe-
University and Senckenberg. The longstanding good colla-
boration between both institutions then led to a cooperation 
agreement, installing a professorship at the Goethe Univer-
University of Ouagadougou (Burkina Faso), PhD-theses
Name Title Project
Gnoumou, Assan
Diversité de la flore et de la végétation de la Réserve et Forêt Classée de la Co-
moé-Léraba (Sud-Ouest du Burkina Faso)
BIOTA
Kaboré G. Elice





Restauration écologique des zones dégradées à partir des espèces locales SUN
Koadima, Marcel
Indicateurs d’utilisation durable de la biodiversité dans le Parc National du W du 




Dynamique spatio-temporelle de la phytodiversité du Parc National W du Burki-
na Faso (Sud-Est du Burkina Faso)
SUN
Sambaré, Oumarou Diversité de la flore et de la végétation des forêts galeries du Burkina Faso BIOTA
Traoré, Lassina Dynamique de la flore ligneuse utilitaire de l’Ouest du Burkina Faso  BIOTA
University of Abomey-Calavi (Benin), PhD theses
Name Title Project
Assede, Emeline Ecology of plant communities in the Biosphere Reserve of Pendjari. BIOTA
Avakoudjo, Julien
Assessment of soil degradation: Process and resilience as mastered by aridity 
factors and land use practices inside and around the W National Park (Benin).
SUN
Bonou, Alice
Economic assessment of Non Timber Forest Products (NTFP) in Sampéto, a sur-
rounding village of the W National Park in Banikoara district
SUN
Deleke Koko, Kafui 
Inès Edna
Ethnobotany and chemical study of galactogenic plants used in traditional medi-




Population structure and ethnobotanical uses of Sclerocarya birrea (A.Rich) 
Hochst in Karimama district (Benin)
SUN
Houehanou, Thierry
Gap analysis : Viability of threatened plant populations (Afzelia africana Smith 
ex Pers., Pterocarpus erinaceus Poir., Khaya senegalensis Desr A. Juss; Millicia 
excelsa Welw. C. C. Berg) and assessment impacts of Loranthaceae parasite on 
Vitellaria paradoxa in Pendjari Biosphere Reserve and in land use area.
BIOTA
Houessou, Laurent
Indicators of sustainability at landscape, habitat and species scale for providing a 
decision support tool for politician and management workers.
SUN
Another importat data set is represented by the phytoso-
ciological releves (about 3,500) that are documented in 
the theses of ATAHOLO (1995, 2001), BÖHM (1998), DEHN-
SCHLAG (1998), HAHN (1996), KÉRÉ (1996), KROHMER 
(2004), KÜPPERS (1998), MARTIN (1993), MÜLLER (2003) 
and SIEGLSTETTER (2002).
7 COOPERATION WITH THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE SEN-
CKENBERG
The  Senckenberg Gesellschaft für Naturforschung in 
Frankfurt/M. and its Senckenberg Research Institute have 
an almost 200 year long history of biodiversity research. 
The African flora and fauna have been a focus since the 
days of Eduard Rüppell (1794-1884), one of the pioneers of 
natural history research in NE Africa. As far as the botani-
cal collections at Senckenberg are concerned, an estimated 
300,000 specimens from Africa are housed in the Herbarium 
Senckenbergianum Frankfurt/M. (FR), which is among the 
largest European herbaria with far over 1.2 million speci-
mens. These collections were contributed by many collec-
tors, among them Drège, Ecklon, Krauss, Kuls, Schimper, 
and Zeyher. Unfortunately, the vast majority of these speci-
mens is not digitized and thus cannot be accessed via data-15
Wittig et al.
known paleoanthropologist and his group investigate the 
evolution of man and various groups of mammals. 
The botanical research projects of Senckenberg in West 
Africa deal primarily with alpha-diversity and its changes, 
distribution, biogeography and modelling but extend also to 
adjacent disciplines. A focus have always been the scientific 
collections, their accessibility and analysis. The cooperation 
with our partners therefore always aimed at capacity buil-
ding in the field of collections and their accessibility. Coll-
ection specific efforts have been the digitizing of herbarium 
collections (SeSam: http://sesam.senckenberg.de) and a by 
now widely used online foto-database with determination 
tools (www.westafricanplants.senckenberg.de; see Fig. 1 
& 2). An online-portal standardizing, storing and making 
available vegetation data is nearing completion and will be 
online 2010 (www.westafricanvegetation.senckenberg.de).
In the course of a worldwide initiative, types of African 
plant species have been digitized and can be accessed via 
the internet, including the types from the Herbarium Sen-
ckenbergianum Frankfurt/M. (www.aluka.org; http://plants.
jstor.org).
Why are these collection-based internet publications so 
important? Although internet access in our African partner 
countries is still not as easy as in Germany, this medium 
allows cheap and easy access to scientific resources, while 
journals and other printed products are rare and simply too 
expensive to be widely used there. Internet portals, -databa-
ses and -publications are therefore the tools to be preferably 
used in the future.
Our joint research projects are progressing towards a check-
list of the vascular plants of Burkina Faso (to be published 
in 2010) and a modern “Flora” of the country. These pro-
ducts form a sound systematic and biogeographic back-
ground and together with the analysis of collections are 
sity. The tennant of this professorship is at the same time 
head of the Botany-Paleobotany Department. While Sen-
ckenberg was not among the applicants in the SFB 268, the 
success of this research program and the good and growing 
cooperation prepared the ground for the successful appli-
cation in the BIOTA-West program (see 2.4.), where Uni-
versity and Senckenberg were both applicants with specific 
but strongly interwoven research programs. The excellent 
contacts between Goethe University and especially the uni-
versities of Ouagadougou (Burkina Faso) and Abomey-Ca-
lavi (Benin) that had been built up in the times of the SFB 
268 (see 2.1) were a prerequisite for the success of the BI-
OTA program and the project “SUN (see 2.5). Within these 
programs three diploma theses (GRIMMER 1998, KIRCHMAIR 
2009, ZWARG 2008) and one PhD thesis (SCHMIDT 2006) 
were prepared and two further PhD theses initiated (Bocks-
berger and Kirchmair). Most of the publications originating 
from BIOTA and SUN with participation of Senckenberg 
scientists (Dressler, Janssen, Schmidt, Zizka) are already 
mentioned above (2.4, 2.5). Additional publications to be 
mentioned here are BOCKSBERGER et al. (2009), SCHMIDT et 
al. (2010a,b,c, 2009, 2008b, 2007b, 2005), BRUNKEN et al, 
(2008a,b), JANSSEN et al. (2008a, b, 2007), SCHULTE (2007), 
ZIZKA et al. (2006).  
The LOEWE research centre “Biodiversität und Klima” 
(BiK-F) (for more detailed explanation of projects see 2.6) 
is the most recent “highlight” of the cooperation of the two 
institutions and includes various collaborative research pro-
jects in western and eastern Africa. 
We are focussing here on botanical research, but a zoolo-
gical aspect of recent Africa research has to be mentioned, 
too: With the installation of Friedemann Schrenk chairing 
a cooperation professorship another link between Sen-
ckenberg and Goethe University was established. The well 
Fig. 1:  Homepage of West African Plants - A Photo Guide. www.westafricanplants.senckenberg.de16
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in West Africa: evolution and conservation.- 4 pp.; Tropen-
tag 2009, Univ. Hamburg, Oct. 6-8, 2009: Conference on 
International Research on Food Security, Natural Resource 
Management and Rural Development. http://www.tropen-
tag.de/2009/abstracts/links/Bocksberger_qP9jXoDk.pdf
BÖHM M (2001): Dorfvegetation im Sahel und Subsahel 
Burkina Fasos. – Ber. SFB 268 17: 193-225. [SFB]
BRAUN M, HAHN-HADJALI K & SCHMID S (1995/96): La 
migration et ses effets sur le mode de gestion de terroir et 
l’espace naturel dans la province de la Sissili - Burkina 
Faso. – Rev. Sci. Techn. Sér. Sci. Nat. 22(1): 47-56. [SFB]
BRAUN M, HAHN K & SCHMID S (1996): Analyse des struc-
tures agraires et du couvert végétal de la région de Tô en 
liaison avec des images satellites multidates. – Ber. SFB 268 
7: 33-47. [SFB]
BRAUN M, HAHN-HADJALI K & MÜLLER-HAUDE P (1997): 
Agrarstruktur und Naturraumpotential in der Provinz Sissili 
(Burkina Faso). – Ber. SFB 268 9: 67-85. [SFB]
BRAUN-YAO M & HAHN-HADJALI K (1999): Migration und 
lokales Ressourcenmanagement. – In ALBERT E & ECKERT J 
(eds.): Settling of Land Conflicts by Mediation/Schlichtung 
von Landkonflikten – ein workshop -. Institut für Ethnolo-
gie, FU Berlin und GTZ, Berlin 15.-17.2.99. Berlin. (CD-
ROM) [SFB]
BRAUN-YAO M, HAHN-HADJALI K, SCHMID S, STURM H-J, 
(2000): Analysis of local resource management systems 
– an interdisciplinary approach. – In RENARD G, KRIEG S, 
LAWRENCE P & OPPEN VON M (eds.): Farmers an Scientists 
in a changing Environment: Assessing Research in West-
Africa. Proceedings of an Regional Workshop. University 
of Hohenheim, FSA University of Bénin, INRAB, INRAN, 
Cotonou, Benin 22th – 26th February 1999: 307-317. [SFB]
BRUNKEN U, SCHMIDT M, DRESSLER S, JANSSEN T, THIOM-
BIANO A & ZIZKA G (2008a): West African plants - A Photo 
Guide. URL: www.westafricanplants.senckenberg.de. 
BRUNKEN U, SCHMIDT M, DRESSLER S, JANSSEN T, THIOM-
BIANO A & ZIZKA G (2008b): www.westafricanplants.sen-
essential to link, conserve and analyse lo-
cal knowledge about the biodiversity. This 
ranges from the various vernacular names 
to local plant uses and information about 
endangerment.
Senckenberg stands not only for biodiver-
sity research and scientific collections but 
also for “transfer” of scientific results to the 
public. Media for this are the Senckenberg 
Natural History Museums in Frankfurt/
Main and Görlitz with their exhibitions and 
extensive lecture programmes as well as the 
popular science journals like “Natur und 
Museum”. In the last 20 years many small 
and some larger exhibitions organized in 
cooperation with our counterparts as well 
as numerous popular science articles dealt 
with African biodiversity and the impact of 
man and climate on it.
8 FUTURE PERSPECTIVES
Besides the Cooperation agreement bet-
ween the University of Ouagadougou and 
the University of Frankfurt existing since the start of the 
SFB 268 in 1988, in 2009 also a cooperation agreement was 
signed between the University of Abomey-Calavi and the 
University of Frankfurt. Due to the cooperation professor-
ships mentioned in section 7 this agreement also guaranties 
the cooperation between the West African Universities and 
the Research Institute Senckenberg. The LOEWE-Center 
Biodiversity and Climate Research even offers the chance to 
enlarge the existing fruitful cooperation between Frankfurt 
and West Africa. Therefore, the authors have no doubt that 
the cooperation will last at least another 20 years.
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matically induced vegetation type (SALZMANN 2000b, SALZ-
MANN & WALLER 1998, SALZMANN et al. 2002). For their 
maintenance even in periods of higher rainfall, fire plays an 
important role. However, a comparison of the recent vegeta-
tion in protected and unprotected areas shows that savannas 
were not as poor in trees and shrubs as today. Particularly 
in the South Sudanian area, dry forests surely had a larger 
extension than today. A study on the modern dry forests of 
Southwest Burkina Faso revealed that forests today only can 
persist on sites not well suitable for agriculture (NEUMANN 
& MÜLLER-HAUDE 1999), whereas on deep, fertile soils, 
anthropogenic savannahs dominate, resulting from shifting 
cultivation. In the Sahelian zone, a combination of clima-
tic deterioration and increasing human impact is responsible 
for the disappearance of many woody species in the course 
of the last 500 years (HÖHN 2007). 
2.2. Archaeobotany
In comparison with other continents, agriculture is a late 
phenomenon in Africa. Only around 2000 BC, pearl millet 
(Pennisetum glaucum) appears as the first African domesti-
cate in the southwestern Sahara and the northern Sahel. The-
re is evidence for small-scale agriculture with pearl millet 
as the major crop during the second millennium BC in nu-
merous West African countries, including Burkina Faso and 
Nigeria where the archaeobotanical project was working. 
During the first millennium BC, the early agricultural com-
1 INTRODUCTION
The  main focus of the archaeobotanical project was the 
Holocene vegetation history of the West African savannahs 
and the interdependency of human plant use and cultural 
development with environmental change. When the pro-
ject started, it seemed to be self evident for many scientists 
that the West African savannah was mainly an anthropoge-
nic landscape. Others, on the contrary, argued for a natural 
origin of the savannah. The archeobotanical project wanted 
to answer the question if natural savannas existed in West 
Africa during the Holocene, or if they resulted from a long 
lasting human impact and the degradation of a formerly 
forested landscape. Furthermore, we were focusing on the 
emergence and development of agriculture in West Africa. 
Research areas were northern, southwestern and southeas-
tern Burkina Faso, northern Nigeria, and Benin. 
2 RESULTS
2.1. Vegetation history
In the frame of the SFB, the existence of savannahs 
throughout the Early and Middle Holocene could be confir-
med for Burkina Faso and Nigeria. Palynological studies in 
the Manga Grasslands and on the Biu Plateau in northern 
Nigeria showed that even in more humid periods, savannahs 
existed several thousands of years before agriculture and 
pastoralism emerged in West Africa. Obviously in Sudanian 
and Sahelian West Africa, savannahs represent a natural, cli-
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Summary: An overview over 20 years of archaeobotanical studies in West Africa is given. The Holocene vegetation history 
of the West African savannahs and the development of plant cultivation were major research topics. The existence of climati-
cally induced savannahs throughout the Holocene could be confirmed. Archaeobotanical data indicate the late emergence of 
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munities disappeared all over West Africa, due to a distinct 
climatic change which brought increasing aridity. With the 
beginning of the Iron Age, large settlements with numerous 
cultural innovations emerged in Nigeria, whereas fully se-
dentary farming communities established in Burkina Faso 
around 0 BC/AD. During the Iron Age, park savannahs with 
Vitellaria paradoxa,  Faidherbia albida and other useful 
trees developed all over West Africa, eventually resulting in 
the cultural landscape we can observe today. 
3 THESES AND PUBLICATIONS
In the first and second phase of the SFB (1988-1992) ar-
chaeo-botanical research focussed on the excavations in 
rockshelter sites of the Chaine de Gobnangou in Burki-
na Faso (NEUMANN & BALLOUCHE 1992, BALLOUCHE et al. 
1995, FRANK et al. 2001), and on dune sites in the Sahel of 
Burkina Faso. A pollen diagram from the Mare d’Oursi in 
northern Burkina Faso showed a distinct change of the ve-
getation around 1000 BC, which was interpreted to be due 
to human impact and the beginning of agriculture in this re-
gion (BALLOUCHE & NEUMANN 1995a). In the course of the 
third phase (1994-1996), extended archaeobotanical studies 
were conducted in the Sahel of Burkina Faso, based mainly 
of the interpretation of plant macroremains, such as charred 
wood, fruits and seeds. In the frame of this phase three thes-
es were prepared by KAHLHEBER (1995), UEBEL (1996), and 
HÖHN (1997). A forth thesis was dealing with the diatoms of 
the Mare d’Oursi (MORCZINEK 1995). Two PhD theses were 
started in the third phase, which gave detailed information 
about the development of agriculture and plant use from 
2000 BP up to modern times. A palynological dissertation 
was conducted in Nigeria by SALZMANN (1998), resulting in 
several publications (e.g. SALZMANN 2000a, b, SALZMANN 
& WALLER 1998, SALZMANN et al. 2002, WALLER & SALZ-
MANN 1999). In the fourth phase (1997-1999) the research 
area was amplified again, now also including Benin where 
a project on the history of the Dahomey Gap (with partners 
from Nigeria, Benin, France and Germany) was funded by 
the Volkswagen Foundation between 1999 and 2002. Re-
sults from the work in Benin were published by BALLOUCHE 
et al. (2000), PETIT et al. (2000), and SALZMANN & HOELZ-
MANN (2005). 
In the fifth and last phase of the SFB our work concentra-
ted on the publication of the data. Detailed archaeobotani-
cal studies on several archaeological sites in Burkina Faso 
and Nigeria were published, for example by NEUMANN et al. 
(1998), KAHLHEBER (1999), KLEE et al. (2000, 2004), HÖHN 
(2002), and ZACH & KLEE (2003). Overviews on the histo-
ry of plant cultivation in the Sahel of Burkina Faso were 
published by NEUMANN (1999), KAHLHEBER & NEUMANN 
(2001, 2007) and HÖHN et al. (2004). A general overview on 
the settlement history of Nigeria and Burkina Faso, inclu-
ding archaeology and archaeobotany, was given by BREUNIG 
& NEUMANN (1999, 2002a, 2002b). The main results from 
the interdisciplinary work in the SFB are presented in a final 
volume (ALBERT et al. 2004), including prehistory and envi-
ronmental change (BREUNIG & NEUMANN 2004), the history 
of the West African savannahs (NEUMANN et al. 2004), and 
the prehistory of northern Burkina Faso in an interdiscipli-
nary perspective (HÖHN et al. 2004). All in all 4 diploma and 
3 PhD-theses were written; 1 monograph, 3 edited volumes, 
and 62 articles were published. 
Today the Frankfurt archaeobotany is still present in West 
Africa, mainly focussing on the emergency of cultural com-
plexity, the development of agroforestry and plant resource 
management in the later prehistory from the first millenni-
um BC onwards. New interdisciplinary projects were started 
and conducted in the Nok area of central Nigeria, the Chad 
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que les Striga et les Orobanches (DJIGUEMDÉ 1985, MINING-
OU 1985, COMPAORÉ 1986, OUÉDRAOGO 1995, YONLI 1999, 
TRAORÉ 1999), afin de proposer celles qui sont applicables 
aux Loranthaceae.
2 MÉTHODE
Dans le cadre du présent travail, nous avons testé trois tech-
niques de lutte couramment utilisées contre les mauvaises 
herbes et les plantes parasites : la destruction mécanique, les 
traitements par herbicides, l’identification des variétes résis- 
tantes. 
2.1 Lutte mécanique
La lutte mécanique consiste à détruire manuellement le pa-
rasite. Depuis que nous avons pris conscience du problème 
des Loranthaceae, et compte tenu de l’absence de données 
sur les méthodes de lutte dans le cas du couple karité/Lo-
ranthaceae, nous avons préconisé la destruction directe des 
touffes parasites. Dans le souci de maximiser les chances 
de réussite de la technique là où elle est applicable et éviter 
des repousses, nous avons entrepris des essais de coupe à 
l’échelle de l’arbre et portant sur les touffes parasites. Les 
essais sont réalisés dans le peuplement de karité de Toudou-
bwéogo, un des villages riverains de Ouagadougou. Dans 
un champ, un karité fortement infesté par Agelanthus do-
doneifolius et Tapinanthus globiferus a été repéré en avril, 
période ou l’arbre a perdu toutes ses feuilles permettant de 
1 INTRODUCTION
Les Loranthaceae causent d’importants dégâts dans les for-
mations naturelles et les plantations de nombreux pays af-
ricains : Burkina Faso, Cameroun, Côte d’Ivoire, Gabon, 
Ghana, Mali, Nigeria, Ouganda (ROOM 1970, CLERK 1978, 
SALLÉ et al. 1990, BOUSSIM 1991, BOUSSIM et al. 1993a et 
1993b, BOUSSIM 2002, TRAORÉ 1994, TRAORÉ & DA 1995, 
1996 et 1997, GUYOT & NTAWANGA O MANDA 1998) et 
du monde. Les dégâts, difficiles à évaluer, posent parfois 
un problème majeur dans la sylviculture. En Afrique de 
l’Ouest, le karité est l’une des essences naturelles les plus 
gravement atteintes. Les travaux de MAÏGA (1988 et 1989) 
et de BOUSSIM (1991) ont révélé qu’environ 95% des karités 
du Mali et du Burkina Faso sont parasités par cinq espèces 
de Loranthaceae (Agelanthus dodoneifolius (DC.) Polh. et 
Wiens, Tapinanthus bangwensis (Engl. et K. Krause) Dan-
ser, T. globiferus (A. Rich.) Tieghem, T. ophiodes (Sprague) 
Danser et T. pentagonia (DC.) Tieghem). Bien avant ces 
résultats, RUYSSEN (1957) faisait remarquer que le contrôle 
des Loranthaceae est un préalable à l’amélioration du kari-
té. C’est dire, si besoin en était, que la nécessité de lutter 
contre le parasitisme des Loranthaceae en Afrique n’est pas 
une nouveauté. En 1991, nous terminions un mémoire sur 
le parasitisme des Tapinanthus sur le karité en souhaitant 
qu’une méthode de contrôle des Loranthaceae dont plu-
sieurs espèces affectent gravement nos parcs agroforestiers 
et vergers, soit trouvée à court ou moyen terme.
Le présent travail teste des méthodes de lutte classiquement 
reservées aux parasites végétaux herbacés des racines tels 
27
Méthodes de lutte contre les Loranthaceae
Joseph I. Boussim et Nayéré Médah
Résumé: Les Loranthaceae posent un problème majeur à l’amélioration et à la pérennisation de la production fruitière du ka-
rité (Vitellaria paradoxa C. F. Gaertn) en Afrique de l’Ouest. Cet´article présente les resultats des investigations faites en vue 
d’identifier des méthodes de contrôle des parasites. Deux types d’essais ’’au champ’’ ont été effectués et ont donné des résul-
tats prometteurs: la destruction mécanique et les traitements par herbicides. Additionellement ont été identifiées des variétés 
résistantes et quelques possibilités de la lutte biologique.
Mots clés: Agelanthus, herbicides, lutte biologique, Tapinanthus, Vitellaria paradoxa
METHODES TO FIGHT AGAINST THE LORANTHACEAE
Summary: The Loranthaceae pose a major problem to the improvement and to the perpetuation of the fruit production of the 
shea nut (Vitellaria paradoxa C. F. Gaertn) in West Africa. In this article, the results of some investigations made in order to 
identify methods of control of the parasites are presented. Two methodes were tested in the field and gave promising results: 
mechanical destruction, and application of herbicides. Additionally we looked for resistent varieties, and for possibilities of 
biological pest control.
key words: Agelanthus, biological pest control, herbicides, Tapinanthus, Vitellaria paradoxa
METHODEN ZUR BEKÄMPFUNG DER LORANTHACEAE
Zusammenfassung: Die Loranthaceae stellen ein großes Problem bezüglich der Aufrechterhaltung und Verbesserung der 
Fruchtproduktion des Schibutterbaunmes (Vitellaria paradoxa C. F. Gaertn) dar. Dieser Arikel präsentiert die Ergebnisse 
von Untersuchungen zur Bekämpfung dieser Parasiten. Zwei Methoden wurden erfolgversprechend im Feld getestet: mecha-
nische Bekämpfung und Einsatz von Herbiziden. Zusätzlich suchten wir nach resistenten Varietäten und nach Möglichkeiten 
der biologischen Schädlingsbekämpfung.
Schlagworte: Agelanthus, biologische Schädlingsbekämpfung, herbicides, Tapinanthus, Vitellaria paradoxa28
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fortement infestés, ce qui présume une différence de sensi-
bilité au parasite. Pour vérifier l’effectivité de la résistance, 
nous avons entrepris des essais d’infestation artificielle sur 
quelques-uns de ces arbres sains. Cinq pieds adultes de ces 
arbres non parasités ont été repérés dans le parc de Tou-
doubwéogo et infestés chacun en janvier 1999 par 60 baies 
d’A. dodoneifolius et en avril par 60 baies de T. globiferus. 
L’année suivante, les essais ont été repris sur les mêmes 
arbres, à la même période et avec les mêmes quantités de 
baies.
2.4 Lutte biologique
La bibliographie disponible ne donnant aucun renseigne-
ment sur les ennemis naturels des Loranthaceae, nous avons 
entrepris de rechercher, dans la perspective de lutte biolo-
gique, d’éventuels agents pathogènes, insectes et autres ani-




L’ébranchage complet de l’arbre a eu pour effet 
l’élimination totale du parasite. Dès la troisième année, 
l’arbre a retrouvé un niveau satisfaisant de repousse et un 
début de floraison. La production fruitière a été nettement 
améliorée à partir de la cinquième année (Fig. 1). 
La destruction partielle de la touffe parasite, en épargnant 
le système  endophytique, est suivie de  repousses plus ou 
moins importantes. L’importance du bourgeonnement varie 
avec les espèces parasites et la période de la coupe. Dans 
tous les cas, le bourgeonnement se fait à partir du moignon 
de tige épargné. Il va s’en suivre que l’importance quanti-
tative des rejets sera fonction du diamètre de la base de 
la tige détruite. La morphologie et le fonctionnement du 
point de fixation de T. globiferus et T. ophiodes sur l’hôte 
favorisent un important bourgeonnement (Fig. 2). Au site 
d’implantation, l’hôte et le parasite semblent avoir une 
croissance stimulée et synchronisée. Tout se passe comme 
si l’hôte croissait pour ’’engloutir’’ l’intrus qui, lui, élargit 
sa base pour ne pas se faire détruire. Il en résulte une hy-
pertrophie des tissus en forme de coupe constituée de deux 
hémisphères. La partie supérieure de cette coupe est consti-
tuée entièrement des tissus du parasite d’où partent les nom-
breuses tiges de la touffe (Fig. 2).
Chez A. dodoneifolius, la morphologie de l’haustorium est 
telle que le nombre de repousses après la coupe est géné-
ralement faible. La partie extérieure de l’hypertrophie pro-
voquée par l’implantation est constituée de tissus de l’hôte. 
La tige, généralement unique du parasite, s’y insère par une 
base relativement peu élargie par rapport à celle de T. glo-
biferus, d’où la faible repousse après la coupe.
L’hypertrophie du point de fixation d’A. dodoneifolius sur 
l’hôte est constituée par un enchevêtrement de tissus des 2 
plantes si bien qu’aucun drageonnement n’y a encore été 
observé, contrairement à ce qui est décrit chez T. globiferus 
(BOUSSIM 2002).
voir, même de loin, le feuillage sympervirent des parasites. 
Le paysan propriétaire du champ reconnaît que l’arbre ne 
produit plus beaucoup et pense que le parasitisme en est 
la cause. Aussi, lui avions-nous proposé de procéder à un 
ébranchage de l’arbre afin de le débarrasser des parasites et 
de tester les capacités de repousse du karité. L’arbre a été 
émondé en juillet (Fig. 1).
Deux karités parasités à la fois par A. dodoneifolius, T. glo-
biferus et T. ophiodes sont retenus dans le même champ 
pour les essais de coupe des touffes parasites. 24 touffes (6 
par parasite) ont été choisies en fonction de leur accessibili-
té. Les traitements sont appliqués en trois temps : 9 touffes 
sont coupées le 24 avril (reprise de la végétation), 9 autres 
le 15 juin (pleine période végétative) et 6 autres le 13 no-
vembre (début de la période de ralentissement de l’activité 
végétative). Les tiges constituant les touffes sont comptées, 
puis coupées à la base (Fig. 2). Les relevés, qui consistent à 
compter les repousses, ont lieu toutes les 3 semaines.
Parallèlement à la coupe de la partie aérienne en épargnant 
le système endophytique du parasite, 6 rameaux de karité 
portant des touffes parasites sont coupés en amont du point 
de fixation du parasite.
2.2 Lutte chimique
A l’instar des parasites épirhizes, des essais de lutte chi-
mique sur trois Loranthaceae sur karité ont été effectués 
dans la station de recherche de Saria, à Koudougou. Deux 
herbicides systémiques sont choisis pour les tests. Ce sont : 
•  Le calliherbe dont la substance active est l’acide 
2,4-Dichlorophénoxyacétique ou 2,4-D.
•  Le Kalach ou Roundup ayant pour substance active le 
glyphosate ou 2-N- phosphonométhylglycine. 
Le choix de ces produits a été guidé par les résultats pro-
bants qu’ils ont permis d’obtenir dans les essais de lutte 
contre le gui des feuillus (FROCHOT & DELABRAZE 1979, 
FROCHOT et al. 1983, BAILLON et al. 1988, SALLÉ et al. 
1993). Les doses de 15, 20, 25, 35 et 45 g/l (T1, T2, T3, T4, 
T5) sont retenues et appliquées aux trois espèces parasites : 
A. dodoneifolius, T. globiferus, T. ophiodes. Les touffes de 
parasites sont regroupées en trois lots : Lot 1 = témoin; Lot 
2 = un seul traitement; Lot 3 = deux traitements avec un in-
tervalle de deux semaines.
Le traitement est appliqué par aspersion foliaire jusqu’à dé-
but de ruissellement. Les symptômes et la quantité de para-
site détruite selon les doses pour chacun des deux herbicides 
sont notés hebdomadairement. 
2.3 Résistance variétale
Dans le même ordre d’idée, l’identification des arbres rési-
stants nous paraît une voie prospectable. Chez les céréales, 
l’existence de différences de sensibilité de plusieurs culti-
vars de sorgho au Striga hermonthica a été mise en évidence 
(DOGGET 1952, 1965, LAST 1960a in OLIVIER 1996). Chez 
le peuplier, HARIRI (1989) et HARIRI et al. (1990) rapportent 
l’existence de cultivars résistants au gui. 
Au cours des sorties sur le terrain, nous avons observé des 
karités sans parasite cohabitant pourtant avec des arbres 29
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Fig. 1 : Résultat de la coupe à l'échelle de l’arbre. 
A : arbre fortement parasité par Agelanthus dodoneifolius.
B : branches parasitées coupées pour éliminer le parasite
C : trois ans après la coupe . 
D : cinq ans après la coupe l’arbre rajeuni a retrouvé un aspect normal.
Fig. 1:  Effect of the removal of infected branches
A: a tree heavily parasited by Agelanthus dodoneifolius
B: infected branches cut
C: three years later
D: five years later the tree has a normal appearence.
A B
C D30
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Fig. 2 : Coupe des tiges du parasite
A : touffe de Tapinanthus globiferus  comportant quatre tiges.
B : les 4 tiges de la touffe sont coupées à ras.
C : 1 mois après la repousse est importante. 
E : 2 mois après.
F : 6 mois après. Le nombre de tiges a augmenté et le parasite a repris sa production de graines.
    k : karité; Tg : T. globiferus 
Fig. 2:  Cutting the twigs of the parasite
A: Tapinanthus globiferus plant with four twigs
B: the four twigs have been cut
C: one month later a remarkable resprouting can be observed
D: two months later






La réaction des parasites aux traitements a été rapide. Les 
premiers symptômes sont apparus avant même le premier 
relevé. Au fil des différents relevés, les effets suivants ont 
été observés :
• noircissement des feuilles,
• brûlure des feuilles,
• chute des feuilles et des fleurs,
• dessèchement progressif des rameaux et des fruits.
Le Tableau 2 traduit une forte réaction des parasites aux 
traitements. Les pourcentages de destruction des touffes 
de parasite varient entre 60 et 100 %. La destruction des 
touffes tend vers 100% avec le 2,4-D. Quant au glyphosate, 
les dégâts sont compris entre 60% et 100% selon les doses 
utilisées. 
Le Tableau 3 montre également que le nombre de pulvéri-
sation a une influence sur la réaction au traitement. Cela se 
traduit par l’accroissement du taux de destruction de T1 à 
T5 pour l’ensemble des herbicides.
En ce qui concerne l’action spécifique des produits utilisés, 
le glyphosate semble présenter une lenteur de réaction par 
rapport au 2,4-D. En effet, un mois après le traitement, on 
n’a pas constaté une perte importante, sauf chez A. dodonei-
folius qui semble montrer une forte sensibilité aux produits.
La vitesse de régénération et du développement des repous-
ses est fonction de la période de l’année. La période allant 
de novembre à la mi-mars correspond à une phase de ralen-
tissement de l’activité végétative de la plupart des plantes au 
Sahel, dont les Loranthaceae et leur principal hôte, le karité. 
Durant cette période, souffle dans ladite zone l’Harmattan, 
un vent sec et asséchant et l’humidité atmosphérique est à 
son plus bas niveau. La plupart des plantes perdent leurs 
feuilles et ralentissent leur développement aérien. La vites-
se de bourgeonnement des touffes de Loranthaceae recépées 
durant cette période est faible à nulle. C’est parmi les essais 
de coupe mis en place en novembre que nous avons enregis-
tré l’élimination définitive du parasite (Tab.1). 
A l’opposé, les coupes effectuées en avril ont donné de 
nombreux rejets qui sont florifères en octobre de la même 
année (Fig. 2).
La destruction du parasite par la coupe du rameau hôte 
en amont du point de fixation du parasite est définitive. 
Aucune repousse de la plante parasite n’est possible après 
l’élimination de l’appareil aérien et du système endophy-
tique.
Tableau 1: Repousses de Loranthaceae après coupe le leurs tiges | Table 1: Resprouting of the Loranthaceae after cutting of their twigs
Date de 
Coupe














24-04-99 A. dodoneifolius 4 999666
24-04-99 T. globiferus 6 1 62 32 32 32 12 1
24-04-99 T. ophiodes 51 0 1 2 1 4 1 1 1 1 1 1
15-06-99 A. dodoneifolius 4 1 1 75666
15-06-99 T. globiferus 9 1 32 32 42 42 52 3
15-06-99 T. ophiodes 4 6 11 11 12 12 12
13-11-99 A. dodoneifolius 4 610000
13-11-99 T. globiferus 5 564344
13-11-99 T. ophiodes 3 224333
Nbre= nombre; Rep= nombre de repousse; A = Agelanthus; T = Tapinanthus
Tableau 2: Résultats de l'application des herbicides  | Table 2: Effects of the application of herbicides
Herbicides Dose Nombre touffes Touffes détruites Regénération % destruction
Témoin T0 9 0 0 0
Glyphosate T1 17 12 0 70.5
Glyphosate T2 20 20 0 100
Glyphosate T3 13 8 0 61.5
Glyphosate T4 6 5 0 83.3
Glyphosate T5 33 33 3 90.9
2,4–D T1 18 18 2 88.8
2,4–D T2 29 29 0 100
2,4–D T3 29 28 0 96.5
2,4–D T4 36 36 0 100
2,4–D T5 11 11 1 90.932
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travaux, sans occulter les autres voies, dans la lutte contre 
les Loranthaceae. 
3.4 Ennemis naturels
Quatre types d’intervention des ennemis naturels des Loran-
thaceae ont été identifiés (Fig. 3) : 
• Destruction des graines par des oiseaux. Les embryons 
des graines collées par le petit barbu à front jaune (Pogo-
niulus chrysonocus) sont extraits et mangés par d’autres 
oiseaux, probablement, granivores. Les restes de ces 
graines (albumen et téguments) jonchent les branches en-
vironnant la touffe fructifère. Des observations similaires 
ont été rapportées par Sallé et al. (1993) sur Viscum al-
bum. 
• Destruction du système haustorial par une larve d'un pa-
pillon. Sur le terrain, nous avons observé des touffes de T. 
ophiodes en train de dépérir. En recherchant la raison du 
flétrissement, nous avons noté la présence à la base de la 
tige, d’une grosse larve blanche, identifiée comme étant 
celle d’un papillon. Cette larve creuse une large galerie 
dans le système endophytique du parasite, ce qui affecte 
son fonctionnement normal et entraîne le dessèchement et 
la chute du parasite. 
• Destruction foliaire par des insectes. A Saria, nous avons 
observé un peuplement important de T. ophiodes parasi-
tant Acacia olosericea, et à Pô des touffes de T. globife-
rus sur karité, dont le feuillage et les bourgeons terminaux 
sont systématiquement détruits par un petit insecte noir 
Un dessèchement localisé des feuilles du karité atteintes 
par le produit a été observé. Cet effet des herbicides sur 
la plante hôte a été minimisé par le fait qu’au moment de 
l’application des produits, le karité était en défeuillaison. A 
la reprise de la végétation, les branches de karité portant les 
touffes traitées ont donné des feuilles et fleurissent normale-
ment comme celles non traitées.
3.3 Recherche de variétés résistantes
Un seul arbre (Fig. 3) des cinq dont les branches ont été ar-
tificiellement infestées par les baies des parasites ne porte 
aucune plantule parasite et semble présenter par consé-
quent une sensibilité nulle. La germination des Lorantha-
ceae étant indépendante de la nature de l’hôte, les graines 
viables utilisées ont germé. Des pénétrations et apparitions 
des premières feuilles ont été parfois observées, ce qui n’est 
pas extraordinaire chez les Loranthaceae qui pénètrent leurs 
propres tissus. Mais aucun développement n’a dépassé le 
stage de 2 feuilles chez le pied en question, confirmant ainsi 
l’existence d’une barrière empêchant le développement du 
parasite. La même observation a été faite sur le Striga par 
KUIPER et al. (1998). La résistance au parasite ne s’exprime 
pas au niveau de la germination ni de l’attachement. C’est 
le développement subséquent des plantules qui est entravé.
Ce résultat et le cas de certains cultivars de peupliers avec le 
gui européen (HARIRI et al. 1990) nous confortent dans no-
tre projet de privilégier la voie génétique dans nos prochains 
Tableau 3: Effet mode de traitement | Table 3: Effect of the way of treatment
Herbicides Doses Mods Nbre  touffes Nbre touffes dé-
truites
% destruction
Témoin T0 0 9 0 0
Glyphosate T1 1 7 6 85.7
Glyphosate T1 2 10 8 80
Glyphosate T2 1 10 8 80
Glyphosate T2 2 10 7 70
Glyphosate T3 1 6 6 100
Glyphosate T3 2 7 5 71.4
Glyphosate T4 1 3 3 100
Glyphosate T4 2 3 3 100
Glyphosate T5 1 18 9 50
Glyphosate T5 2 15 6 39.9
2,4 –D T1 1 9 9 100
2,4 –D T1 2 9 9 100
2,4 –D T2 1 13 11 84.6
2,4 –D T2 2 16 14 87.5
2,4 –D T3 1 16 14 87.5
2,4 –D T3 2 13 13 100
2,4 –D T4 1 17 17 100
2,4 –D T4 2 18 17 94.4
2,4 –D T5 1 5 5 100
2,4 –D T5 2 6 6 10033
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Fig. 3 : Perspective de lutte biologique : ennemis naturels et résistance variétale
A : restes d’albumen et des téguments de la graine sans embryon. 
B : large galerie creusée dans l’haustorium de Tapinanthus ophiodes par la larve d’un papillon.
B : destruction des jeunes feuille du parasite par des insectes qui y pondent
D : destruction des boutond floraux de Tapinanthus globiferus par des insectes qui y deposent 
leurs œufs.
E : Karité résistant (kr) cohabitant (distance de séparation = 22 m) avec un karité sensible (ks) 
fortement attaqué par Agelanthus dodoneifolius et Tapinanthus globiferus (flèches).
  h : hôte ; p : parasite ;  fm : fleurs malades ; kr : karité résistan ;
  ks karité sensible; rm : rameau malade ; rn : rameau sain ; 
Fig. 3 : Perspectives of biological pest control : natural enemies and resistant varieties
  A : Fruits destroed by birds. 
B : haustorium of Tapinanthus ophiodes infected by a larve of a butterfly.
B : destruction of leaves by insects
D : destruction of the flowers of Tapinanthus globiferus by insectes.
E : resistent Karité (kr) neighboring (distance 22 m) a sensible karité (ks) highly infected by Age-
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volant. D’importantes colonies d’insectes déposent leur 
ponte dans les feuilles et les bourgeons.
• Attaque florale. Dans certaines zones du Burkina Faso, 
nous avons observé de nombreuses touffes de T. globife-
rus sur karité dont les fleurs portent des malformations les 
rendant incapables d’évoluer en fruits. L’ouverture forcée 
(elles ne s’ouvrent pas naturellement) des fleurs révèle la 
présence de petits insectes ailés et de leurs œufs. Ainsi, 
les organes reproducteurs de la fleur sont détruits par les 
insectes.
4 CONCLUSION
Les différents essais de contrôle des Loranthaceae sur le 
karité effectués lors du présent travail ont fourni beaucoup 
d’informations et permis de tirer des enseignements.
La lutte mécanique est la plus simple et la plus à la portée 
de la population rurale, même si elle comporte un certain 
nombre d’ennuis (l’accessibilité du parasite, l’étendue de 
l’infestation). Sa réussite dépend cependant du niveau et de 
la période de la coupe. Une coupe de la branche parasitée 
qui inclurait le système endophytique du parasite, élimine 
définitivement celui-ci, quelque soit le période. Si la coupe 
ne devait pas concerner l’endophyte, la période de repos vé-
gétatif de l’hôte est conseillée pour son application. 
La méthode de lutte chimique, déjà courante chez les pa-
rasites de racines, a donné des résultats positifs. Mais les 
ennuis qu’elle comporte (coût des produits chimiques et du 
matériel, technique d’application, étendue de l’infestation, 
etc.) sont tels qu’il nous paraît raisonnable d’entreprendre 
des études complémentaires avant de l’envisager comme 
voie de contrôle des Loranthaceae sur le karité. 
Bien que la recherche de variétés résistantes ne soit pas 
encore étendue sur tout le pays, les premiers résultats sont 
encourageants. Avec la maîtrise de la technique de multipli-
cation végétative et la domestication du karité en cours, la 
sélection  de variétés résistantes de l’espèce aux Lorantha-
ceae nous semble être une voie de lutte à prospecter avec 
beaucoup d’espoir, même si son effet ne peut être perçu 
qu’à long terme.
Les résultats de nos investigations montrent que, comme 
le Striga (WILLIAMS & CASWELL 1959, GREATHEAD 1984, 
GREATHEAD & MILNER 1971, Bashir 1987, Bashir & Mus-
selman 1984, Markham 1985, Traoré et al. 1991) et la Cus-
cuta (AGRAWAL 1983), les Loranthaceae sur le karité ont 
des prédateurs naturels qui sont principalement d’espèces 
d’oiseaux et d’insectes et qu’il y a donc une possibilité de 
lutte biologique. Mais là aussi, une éventuelle utilisation de 
ces animaux comme moyen de contrôle du parasite, ce qui 
aurait pour mérite d’éviter le problème de toxicité des pro-
duits chimiques, nécessite au préalable une étude de base de 
la biologie et d’écologie de ces espèces.
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